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In 2001, Roy Pedersen founded Pedersen Consulting which specialises in regional economic
and cultural development gained through forty years of experience with national development
agencies, local government and private business. Pedersen Consulting works with clients to
identify and unlock development opportunities in the fields of:
Transport: ferries and maritime, aviation, rail, innovation, etc.
Culture: heritage, history, arts, Gaelic regeneration
Community: social enterprise, identity, amenity
Pedersen Consulting’s extensive library and archive aids a supporting programme of
research, writing, publishing and public speaking. Details of current and past publications and
reports are listed in the web site: www.pedersen.org.uk
In preparing this report we have drawn on our network of specialists in naval architecture,
maritime economics, ship broking, building and operation and academia.
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TRANSFORMING MULL’S CONNECTIONS
An options assessment undertaken for the Mull and Iona Ferry Committee
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SUMMARY
The communities of Mull and Iona have experienced and expressed strongly felt
dissatisfaction with the current and planned provision of the main island ferry service
between Craignure and Oban, mainly on grounds of poor frequency, irregularity,
unreliability, lack of capacity, poor public transport connections, a restricted operating day
and an inability of islanders to commute year round between Mull and Oban. A further
concern is poor value for public money.
The Mull and Iona Ferry Committee commissioned Pedersen Consulting to consider how the
matter might be addressed. We have undertaken research and assembled evidence through
which it has become clear that the construction and employment of new purpose built vehicle
and passenger carrying catamarans designed specifically to meet the islands’ requirements
and crewed by islanders, would bring multiple benefits and better value for money compared
with current arrangements.
The outline particulars for such vessels have been costed and it is clear that the employment
of such vessels on the service as set out will both REDUCE the annual operating subvention,
ELIMINATE substantial capital charges from the Scottish Government’s account, while
DOUBLING capacity and providing a more reliable service with vastly improved
opportunities to travel and consign goods. It will also fulfil a number of the ‘improving
objectives’ of the Scottish Government’s Islands Plan, including, improving transport
services, increasing island population by some 6% by employing island based crews,
increasing island economic activity and improving health and environmental well-being. A
community-controlled ferry company could also directly return around £1.1m to the local
community from the operating profit generated.
For the initiative to proceed, it will require the support of Scottish ministers to enter into an
operating contract to support its operation. It is recommended that the Mull and Iona Ferry
Committee respectfully seek to open discussions with ministers to discuss how such a
contract can be arranged, with a view to transforming the Craignure – Oban ferry connection
in a manner that better suits the community’s requirements.
A description of the detailed work and evidence assembled for the committee is set out below
in this report.
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MULL AND IONA BACKGROUND
The Isle of Mull, (Gaelic: An t-Eilean Muileach or Muile) is Scotland’s fourth largest island
in area at 875.35 square kilometres (338 square miles), but ranks eighth in population with an
estimated 3,000 inhabitants in 2020, the majority of whom live in or near the island’s capital
and former burgh of Tobermory.
Mull is located close to the West Highland mainland, from which it is separated to the north
east by the Sound of Mull and to the south and east by the Firth of Lorne.
Numerous islands lie off the west coast of Mull, including Erraid (pop 6), Iona (pop 177),
Gometra (pop 2) and Ulva (pop 11). Smaller uninhabited islands include Inch Kenneth,
Eorsa, Little Colonsay, Staffa (famed as the location of Fingal’s Cave) and the Tresnish Isles.

Tobermory with MV Loch Tarbert at the old MacBrayne Pier
Nowadays, tourism is the most important economic activity with major visitor attractions
being picturesque Tobermory and the Isle of Iona, (Gaelic: Ì Chaluim Chille) noted for its
tranquility and as the birthplace of Celtic Christianity in Scotland as founded by St Columba
(Gaelic Calum Chille) and for its restored Abbey. Mull is also rich in archaeology, historical
associations and noted as a place to view wildlife including otters, whales, dolfins, sea eagles,
puffins and much else. Other forms of economic activity include farming, forestry, fishing,
aquacultire, food processing and distiling.
The islands’ popularity as a tourist destination is reflected in the ferry carrying statistics. Mull
and Iona is the most popular island destination for tourists in the Hebrides, shown by the
figures below for 2018. Over-all carryings for the year place Mull third in the rankings,
reflecting all-year-round travel demands of more populous islands.
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(Note: these figures exclude Skye, and are for ferry traffic only – i.e. air travel is excluded)
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RECENT HISTORY OF FERRY SERVICES

In the 1950s, with increasing car ownership and growing demand for shipment of cars to the
islands, the traditional derrick-loading arrangements for conveying vehicles on the mail-ships
were less and less able to cope with demand. To address the problem, the decision was
announced in 1960 for the introduction of three new vehicle-carrying motor vessels to
operate on short crossings and in so doing to replace certain multi-port mail ship routes. The
new short crossings selected were Mallaig – Armadale (Skye), Uig- Tarbert (Harris) and
Lochmaddy (North Uist) and Oban – Craignure – Lochaline. Each of the newly
commissioned ships was 70 metres long and had a capacity for about 50 cars and 600
passengers in summer, 400 in winter, and had a speed of 14½ knots. They were equipped
with hydraulic lifts to enable vehicles to be loaded at any state of the tide. A new pier was
constructed at Craignure and Lochaline pier was extended to accommodate the new
arrangement. The third of the new ships, Columba, took up her service on the Oban –
Craignure – Lochaline station in July 1964 providing four return sailings daily, except
Sundays, in summer, three in winter, with two extended to Lochaline. Coach connections
were and are still provided between Craignure and Tobermory and Fionphort for Iona.
Columba brought about a minor revolution in Mull’s connectivity and carryings increased
exponentially to 167,495 passengers, 14,342 cars and 2,947 commercial vehicles by 1965, the
first full year of operation. The side-loading lift system was, however, by no means state-ofthe-art and its slowness in loading and discharging vehicles soon demonstrated its limitations.
The more efficient end-loading RO-RO (roll on roll off) system operating to link-spans at any
state of the tide had been operational in Scandinavia, North America and elsewhere for many
decades previously. It was Western Ferries that showed the way in West Highland waters
with their efficient “no-frills” RO-RO service firstly to Islay in 1968 and then to Cowal in
1973.
Earlier that year (1973), Caledonian MacBrayne (CalMac) was created and a programme of
conversion to RO-RO commenced. As regards Oban – Craignure, with the installation of
linkspans at each port, a series of adapted vessels, Glen Sannox, Iona, Clansman and
Caledonia were placed on the station to provide a RO-RO service. To complement this, a
new shuttle ferry was instituted between Lochaline and a new slipway at Fishnish. By 1974,
carryings on Oban – Craignure had increased to 288,766 passengers, 32,829 cars and 4,598
commercial vehicles. The new Lochaline – Fishnish route, operated initially by a small six
car landing-craft type ferry, carried a creditable 36,161 passengers, 13,718 cars and 619
commercial vehicles.
By the mid-1980s, traffic on the Oban – Craignure passage had increased, such that
Caledonia could not cope at peak times, especially as morning west bound and late afternoon
eastbound sailings connected with popular coach tours to Iona and Tobermory. A new ship,
designed for the service, was launched in December 1987 and named Isle of Mull. She
entered service in April 1988, but had a serious deadweight deficiency. This was solved by
lengthening the ship by 5.4 metres. Isle of Mull has been the mainstay of the Oban –
Craignure service from that time until the present. Her particulars are as follows:
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MV Isle of Mull/An t-Eilean Muileach
[these numbers won’t mean anything to most
people]Tonnage: 4,719 gross tons
Dimensions: 90.3 m x 15.8 m
Draught: 3.19 m
Power: 6,800 kW, Speed 15 knots
Propulsion: twin screw
Capacity: 962 passengers, 65 cars, 28 crew

With continued traffic growth, Isle of Mull’s sailings have been supplemented in summer in
recent years by MV Coruisk. Her particulars are set out below:
MV Coruisk/Coir’ Uisg’
Tonnage: 1,559 gross tons
Dimensions: 65 m x 14 m
Draught: 3.05 m
Power: 2,280 kW, Speed 14 knots
Propulsion: Two Schottel Rudder Propellers
type STP 1010
Capacity: 250 passengers, 35cars, 12 crew

Current carryings on the Oban – Craignure service as of 2019, the last pre-Covid year, are:
652,300 passengers, 169,700 cars, 8,900 commercial vehicles and buses.
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CURRENT SCHEDULES
The current schedules as of 2021 are set out below respectively for winter and summer.
Winter Schedule (mid-October till late April)
Operated by MV Isle of Mull
Mondays
Oban
Craignure

dep
arr

06:45
07:31

09:30
10:16

14:00
14:46

15:55
16:41

Craignure
Oban

dep
arr

08:00
08:46

10:45
11:31

15:15
16:01

17:10
17:56

15:55
16:41

TuFO
18:25
19:11

14:25
15:11

17:10
17:56

TuFO
19:40
19:26

08:00
08:46

10:30
11:16

13:00
13:46

15:55
16:41

09:15
10:01

11:45
12:31

14:15
15:01

17:10
17:56

09:55
10:41

15:55
16:41

18:25
19:11

17:10
17:56

TuFO
19:40
19:26

Tues to Fri
Oban
Craignure

dep
arr

Craignure
Oban

dep
arr

Saturdays
Oban
Craignure

dep
arr

Craignure
Oban

dep
arr

Sundays
Oban
Craignure

dep
arr

Craignure
Oban

dep
arr

09:55
10:41

11:10
11:56

06:45
07:31

08:40
09:26

12:25
13:11

11:10
11:56

FO = Fidays only
TuFO = Tuesdays and Fridays only
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FO
21:45
22:31

21:45
22:41

Summer Schedule (late April till mid-October)
Operated by MV Isle of Mull supplemented by MV Coruisk
Weekdays
Oban
Craignure

Craignure
Oban
Weekdays
Oban
Craignure

Craignure
Oban
Sundays
Oban
Craignure

dep
arr

dep
arr

dep
arr

dep
arr

C
07:10
08:10

12:25
13:11

13:40
14:26

dep
arr

MO
06:45
07:31

MX
07:25
08:11

C
08:35
09:35

09:55
10:41

MO
08:00
08:46

MX
08:40
09:26

C
10:00
11:00

11:10
11:56

15:55
16:41

C*
17:05
18:05

18:20
19:06

C
14:15
15:15
C
15:40
16:40

09:55
10:41

Craignure
Oban

dep
arr

C
09:30
10:30

Sundays
Oban
Craignure

dep
arr

C*
17:05
18:05

Craignure
Oban

dep
arr

11:10
11:56

18:15
19:01

17:10
17:56

12:25
13:11

13:40
14:26

19:35
20:21
C
14:05
15:05
C
15:40
16:40

19:30
20:16

C = sailings by MV Coruisk
FO = Fridays only
MO = Mondays
only
MX = Mondays excepted
* = 20 mins later on Mondays, Thursdays and Saturdays
Single passage fares are:
Driver/passenger: £3.80
Car: £14.25
10 metre commercial vehicle: £145.20
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15:45
16:31

17:00
17:46

While the Oban – Craignure service is the main focus of this report, three other vehicle ferry
services are important in the context of our concerns. These are the Fishnish – Lochaline
service already alluded to, Tobermory – Kilchoan and Fionnphort – Iona.
Fishnish – Lochaline
The short and frequent Fishnish route is now operated by the 150 passenger, 23 car, 4 crew
electro-diesel ferry Lochinvar. It is important not only in linking Mull with mainland points
north and west, but acting as an alternative route at times of congestion or cancelation on the
Oban service. There are 14 return sailings daily from 07:00 until 19:00 with nine return
sailings on Sundays. The crossing takes 18 minutes and the single passage fares are:
Driver/passenger £2.60
Car: £7.65
10 metre commercial vehicle: £85.00
Carryings as of 2019 are: 116,900 passengers, 46,700 cars, 2,800 commercial vehicles.
Tobermory – Kilchoan
The Tobermory – Kilchoan route, operated by 142 passenger, 17 car, 3 crew Loch Tarbert,
provides a connection for the inhabitants of the Ardnamurchan Peninsula to the local services
provided by Tobermory, that are otherwise lacking locally as well as a round-trip option for
tourists taking in areas that might otherwise be missed. Seven return sailings are provided
daily from 07:20 until 18:40, with five return sailings on Sunday. The crossing takes 35
minutes and the single passage fares are:
Driver/passenger: £2.95
Car: £9.25
10 metre commercial vehicle: £100.20
Carryings as of 2019 are: 55,600 passengers, 14,400 cars and 100 commercial vehicles
Iona
The short and frequent Fionnphort – Iona service, operated by the 250 passenger, 9 car, 4
crew MV Loch Buie, provides public access to and from Iona, a very popular tourist
destination, which accounts for the high passenger numbers for an island of relatively few
local residents. As the Iona road system is limited in capacity, conveyance of vehicles is
normally limited to those of local residents and vehicles serving their needs, a special permit
from Argyll and Bute Council being required to allow shipment. A frequent service is
provided from 06:10 until 18:30 (Sunday 08:36 until 18:15). The crossing takes ten minutes
and the single passage fares are:
Driver/passenger: £1.80:
10 metre commercial vehicle: £49.60
Carryings as of 2019 are: 243,300 passengers, 9,200 cars and 900 commercial vehicles
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CURRENT COSTS AND REVENUE
Using 2019 traffic figures and current fares and charges as a basis for revenue calculations
and known wage rates, conditions of service, power/fuel consumption/cost ratios, berthing
charges and other industry norms, the costs and revenue (all values £000) of Isle of Mull and
Coruisk on the Oban – Craignure service have been estimated as follows:
Annual Costs Est. Isle of Mull

Half Year Costs Est. Coruisk
£k

Crew Costs
Crew Expenses
Training budget
Bunkers
Lub Oil
Auxiliaries
Insurance and fees
Victualling
Survey & Maint.
Berthing charges
Relief vessel
Capital charge
Company overheads
TOTAL COSTS

3,671
280
120
1,320
100
50
300
900
700
2,610
550
2,551
12,756

£k
Crew Costs
Crew Expenses
Training budget
Bunkers
Lub Oil
Auxiliaries
Insurance and fees
Victualling
Survey & Maintenance
Berthing charges
Relief vessel
Capital charge
Company overheads
TOTAL COSTS

158
40
15
178
15
5
50
100
100
536
214
228
2,049

Annual Revenue Est.
£k
Passengers
Cars
CVs/PSVs
Catering & sales

1,890
2,337
1,274
1,904

TOTAL REVENUE

7,405

TOTAL SHORTFALL

£7,223k

Company overheads have been estimated at 25% of costs, which we believe may be an
undervaluation. In view of her age, no capital charge has been set against Isle of Mull. A
capital charge of £214k is set against Coruisk, being calculated at 4% interest and repayment
over 25 years against the vessels original build cost. In view of the above and as no charter
fee has been included, the total shortfall figure arrived at is an underestimate of the actual
shortfall on the current operation.
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CURRENT ISSUES AND CONCERNS
More than a third of the CalMac/CMAL (Caledonian Marine Assets Ltd) fleet is over 30
years old, a condition that has contributed to increasingly serious unreliability throughout the
Clyde and Hebrides network. The Oban-Craignure service suffered the breakdown of MV
Coruisk at peak summer season 2021 which was particularly problematic as passenger
capacity on MV Isle of Mull was severely limited by Covid restrictions then in force. The
situation was exacerbated because of the high volume of camper vans and motor homes,
competing for ferry space with essential delivery vehicles, such that the system has become
dysfunctional and exceptionally poor value for public money.
There are, however, more serious longer-standing issues that adversely affect Mull’s
connectivity and, consequently, the island’s socio-economic well-being. These are: firstly a
very short operating day in winter, making for poor
public transport connections and inability to commute
between Mull and Oban. It is not possible to reach Oban
before 09:30 on most winter weekdays, and on many
days the last return is at 15:55 (requiring vehicle
passengers to be in the queue by 14:25), making a
meaningful business day on the mainland impractical.
This is primarily because the main year round vessel
Isle of Mull cannot berth safely overnight at Craignure
due to her size. Secondly, the winter frequency of
service is poor with only four return sailings most days
and, thirdly, there is a chronic lack of vehicle capacity
during the peak summer season, resulting in the
Craignure-Oban service being the most congested in the
entire CalMac network (see table adjacent). This has
been felt particularly harshly in the summer of 2021,
with local users finding it impossible to book the
sailings of their choice less than three weeks ahead.

Craignure pier and linkspan
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In early 2018 the Mull community became extremely concerned about a proposal by
Transport Scotland/CMAL to carry out a major £78 million reconstruction of Craignure ferry
terminal to enable berthing of a large Glen Sannox class (then estimated at circa £75 million
capital cost) 130 car, 1,000 passenger, 30+ crew ferry. The community were concerned that
the mainly single track Mull roads are not able to handle the simultaneous embarkation and
sudden arrival of 130 cars in one go onto Mull’s fragile road system which could also
obstruct the operation of emergency vehicles. The proposal included a very large reception
building to hold 1,500 persons, about half the total Mull population, which the community
council believed to be both unnecessary and wholly out of scale with the rural setting in
which it would be located – a detriment to the visual amenity on which the local tourist
industry depends.
The concerns expressed regarding the possibility of an infrequent and over-sized ferry
coming to Mull were shared by Mull and Iona Ferry Committee and Mull Community
Council. It prompted investigation of alternative operating models that might deliver a better
and more cost-effective outcome.
As a possible solution to these concerns, this consultancy had suggested a main Craignure –
Oban vehicle ferry service provided by two 80 car, 400/450 pax, say 10 crew, providing an
hourly service in summer, with a single vessel giving a two hourly service in winter from at
least 07:00 until at least 19:00. This would enable desired, but currently unavailable, yearround commuting between Mull and Oban. The vehicle ferry service could possibly be
supplemented in summer by a 250 passenger fast catamaran to cover day trip passenger peaks
and could also serve Lochaline, Lismore and Tobermory. This vessel would have three crew.
An opportunity to advance the scheme for a year-round island focussed service to Oban by a
much more cost effective type of vessel without the need for major terminal reconfiguration
emerged when the Professor Alfred Baird identified an off-the-shelf 60 metre catamaran, then
building in Indonesia to the design of Sea Transport Solutions (STS) and available from
Messrs Sealease for around £10 million. With some £2 million of modifications, this vessel
would have been ideal and compliant for year-round service on the Oban-Craignure route and
with prompt action it could have been delivered and in service, in 2021.
This was seen a golden and low-cost opportunity to provide Scottish Government/Transport
Scotland evidence of a positive and practical approach to ferry provision and would go some
way to ameliorate the failure to deliver the 2013-22 Ferry Replacement Programme.

The proposed STS catamaran with proposed modifications
Among several advantages of this vessel illustrated above were:
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•

•
•
•
•
•

Ability to berth overnight at Craignure without the need for costly pier extension
(which current MV Isle of Mull cannot), thereby facilitating MIFC’s long-campaigned
for ‘island focussed’ service
Low capital cost at £12 million, c.f. circa £50 million the proposed Islay vessel
Half the running cost of an equivalent monohull, half the fuel, half the CO2
Superior survivability, sea-keeping, berthing and reliability as demonstrated by MV
Alfred on the Pentland Firth
Would provide a prototype for a second bespoke slightly larger catamaran at circa £15
million to replace time expired MV Isle of Mull to provide an hourly summer service.
Would release MV Coruisk immediately for the Mallaig – Armadale service.

As with all passenger ferries worldwide the design was in full accordance with IMO
(International Maritime Organisation) standards and Messrs STS/Sealease made it clear that
there were no technical, operational or classification issues barring purchase of this
catamaran ferry. Unfortunately discussions with CMAL proved to be extremely difficult due
to what appeared to be deliberate obstruction which halted progress in bringing the project to
fruition.
Following the frustrating experience with the catamaran proposal, where it proved impossible
for a community positively to influence decision-making within CMAL/Transport Scotland
toward a proposal that offered substantial service benefits at low cost, MIFC considered that
it was time to explore alternative means of delivering ferry services. To this end MIFC
commissioned Pedersen Consulting to explore options that might identify such an outcome.
Before considering the options for arriving at a better solution for Mull and Iona’s ferry
connectivity, how such a solution can be progressed and how a practical arrangement for
delivery can be arrived at with the Scottish Government and its agencies, it is useful first to
consider the implications of the Scottish Government’s Islands Plan with regard to ferry
services.
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THE ISLANDS PLAN
The Scottish Government undertook a consultation to support the development of the
National Islands Plan as set out in Part 2 of the Islands (Scotland) Act 2018.
This states that: “the purpose of preparing a national islands plan is to set out the main
objectives and strategy of the Scottish Ministers in relation to improving outcomes for island
communities that result from, or are contributed to by, the carrying out of functions of a
public nature”. It goes on to exemplify the kinds of ‘improving outcomes for island
communities’ sought, viz:
Increasing population levels,
Improving and promoting—
(i)
sustainable economic development,
(ii)
environmental wellbeing,
(iii) health and wellbeing, and
(iv)
community empowerment,
Improving transport services,
Improving digital connectivity,
Reducing fuel poverty,
Ensuring effective management of the Scottish Crown Estate
Enhancing biosecurity
In setting out their main objectives in the plan, the Scottish Ministers had to consider and
outline, in so far as is possible, what would be appropriate to use for the purpose of
measuring (whether quantitatively or qualitatively) the extent to which outcomes for island
communities identified in the plan are improved.
In terms of the outcome ‘improving transport services’, while it is recognised that ferries
provide vital links between island communities and the Scottish mainland and in many cases
between island and island, concerns have been expressed over the years, that in a number of
cases, ferry services are not as focused on supporting island economies or their social wellbeing as well as they could be, Mull being such a case.
To address this issue, HITRANS commissioned Pedersen Consulting to examine how this
state of affairs can be improved in a cost effective and environmentally sustainable way1.
Island Based Crews
Among the report’s recommendations was the proposal that it would be more beneficial to
island economies, and more family friendly, if crews on the open water (Europe Class B)
vessels were, where feasible, based at and lived in the island communities they serve.
The total number of such personnel in West Highlands and Islands services is some 1,130,
representing a total annual wage bill of perhaps £50 million. Only a tiny proportion of these
funds finds its way into the economies of the islands. Thus by basing vessels on the islands
served and arranging for the crews to live on those same islands, a very considerable
contribution could be made by these personnel and their families to the local economy and
1

Ferries and the Islands Plan, a consultancy study undertaken for HITRANS by Pedersen Consulting, October
2019
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community life thereby addressing the Islands Plan objective of ‘increasing population
levels’and ‘improving and promoting sustainable economic development, health and
wellbeing.
Community Empowerment
The bigger the stake communities have in their ferry services the more likely these services
are to be tailored to community needs. Housing crews in the island communities they serve is
a step towards this. The report, however, also highlights other aspects of community
involvement that may have relevance to the ferry sector.
In the late 1970s, against a climate of widespread scepticism, the then Highlands and Islands
Development Board (HIDB) launched its then speculative Community Co-operative Scheme,
a self-help initiative whereby communities were encouraged and assisted to create businesses
on islands and other rural areas where enterprise had theretofore been under developed.
Sceptics were confounded and the scheme was a success, such that over the ensuing decades,
a multitude of viable community enterprises were created throughout the Highlands and
Islands, culminating in the community land ownership movement.
Several island communities have since bought out their island estates or part thereof from
their former private proprietors, of which the recent Ulva community buy-out is an example.
While this is no guarantee of a brighter future, the results so far have been promising and in
some cases quite transformational. As a consequence of these initiatives, families have been
encouraged to stay on the islands where formerly out-migration was a favoured option, others
have moved in, as a result of which the island populations have grown in number and in
confidence and with this the school rolls have swelled. Following this principle, some
measure of community control and/or possibly ownership of some ferry related assets is
conceivable and would be a contributor to the Islands Plan objective of ‘improving and
promoting community empowerment’.
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THE REQUIREMENT AND VESSEL OPTIONS
With the growth in subsidy for Scottish state funded ferry services, from £20.3 million in
2000 to £189.4 in 2019-20, while traffic growth has been modest, there is a growing national
realisation that the current system is unsatisfactory. As noted, Mull and Iona, as a case in
point, are seriously disadvantaged by a main ferry service that is unreliable, inconvenient, of
low frequency, has inadequate vehicle capacity and is costly to the public purse.
To remedy this, what the Mull and Iona community seek is a more frequent, reliable, higher
capacity ferry connection between Craignure and Oban that provides as near as possible the
range of travel opportunities that any rural community might reasonably expect. To achieve
that, in a way that is cost-effective and not detrimental to local amenity, a frequent service of
sufficient capacity would need to be provided by two vessels of economical capital and
running cost, at least one of which (and preferably both) should be capable of berthing year
round at Craignure without the need for major terminal reconfiguration. As a reasonable goal
the service should operate hourly in summer with both vessels and two hourly in winter with
a single vessel from at least 07:00 until 19:00. Ideally crews should be Mull based.
In view of this, we have considered below options for satisfying the requirement.
The Base Case
The current modus operandi may be considered to be the base case against which to measure
alternative options. Its characteristics and inadequacies have already been stated in terms of
poor winter frequency, inability of MV Isle of Mull to berth overnight year-round at
Craignure, hence inability to provide a commuter service. In addition, notwithstanding the
fact that the capital cost of Isle of Mull is written off, the annual operating subsidy is high at
an estimated £7.2 million, due mainly to the vessel’s very high crew compliment. All that
aside, Isle of Mull is now 34 years old and cannot be considered to have a long-term future.
The Glen Sannox Option
It is not clear if the suggestion that a vessel of the 102.4 m x 17 m x 3.4 m draught, 14½ knot
Glen Sannox type with a capacity for 127 cars, 1,000 passengers and some 36 crew for the
Oban – Craignure service was a serious one. Whatever the actuality, such an option, would
have been completely unacceptable as already explained, on grounds of road overload and
amenity detriment, but also the very high capital costs of ship and terminal reconfiguration.
Financing of these capital costs and taking account of the high estimated running costs and of
revenue as calculated on the same basis as for MV Isle of Mull and MV Coruisk., would have
resulted in a total annual shortfall of some £15 million.
More realistic and cost-effective options are now considered.
New Islay Class (NIF) Vessels
With the proposed building of two new 350 passenger, 107 car, 27 crew vessels for the Islay
service, a number of permutations open up. It has been suggested that vessels of this NIF
(new Islay ferry) type could become a future CalMac standard class for operation on Clyde
and Hebrides open water services. If so the summer deployment of two Islay class vessels on
the Oban – Craignure service is now considered. A single vessel would operate the winter
service, with one vessel relieving the other at time of annual refit or other interruption. It is
assumed that in line with normal CalMac practice, the ships would operate within the
permitted hours for a single crew. With increased vehicle capacity a 10% uplift in passengers
19

and cars is assumed. Costings are calculated on the same basis as for the current operation. In
the case of the second seasonal vessel, cost have been reduced to half assuming it will be
utilised in part on relief duties on other services. Revenue is based on 2019 carryings with a
10% uplift in passengers and cars on account of increased capacity.
Annual Costs Est. NIF 1

Two Th’rd Costs Est. NIF 2

Crew Costs
Crew Expenses
Training budget
Bunkers
Lub Oil
Auxiliaries
Insurance and fees
Victualling
Survey & maintenance
Berthing charges
Capital charge

3,514
270
150
1,096
100
50
600
900
700
2,063
3,165

Crew Costs
Crew Expenses
Training budget
Bunkers
Lub Oil
Auxiliaries
Insurance and fees
Victualling
Survey & maintenance
Berthing charges
Capital charge (at ⅔ of)

1,757
135
75
548
50
25
300
450
350
1,032
1,583

Company overheads

3,152

Company overheads

1,576

TOTAL COSTS

7,880

TOTAL COSTS

15,759

Annual Revenue Est.
Passengers
Cars
CVs & others
Catering & sales

2,352
2,468
633
2,839

TOTAL REVENUE

8,292

TOTAL SHORTFALL

£15,347

As already noted, unlike other CalMac open water routes, the Craignure service (in common
with Brodick) features occasional heavy foot passenger flows. As the NIF class of vessel is
limited to 350 passengers, normally more than sufficient for Calmac’s other open water
routes, their suitability for Mull is compromised.
A further constraint is that because of their length, an NIF class vessel could not berth safely
overnight year round at Craignure without modification to the pier. No allowance for the cost
of such work has been included in the above calculations.
Norewgian Double-ender and Finlaggan
One option considered at an early stage was the employment of two Norwegian standard
double-ended ferries of approximately 80 car capacity, a concept that was tabled at the Ferry
Industry Advisory Group in April 2019. The robust and economical Norwegian double-ended
ferry design was consolidated as a national standard in the 1960s. To explore the matter
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further discussions were entered into between Pedersen Consulting and the board and
management of the Norwegian Ferry Company Norled of Stavanger. In fact Norled had been
following the transactions of the Scottish Government sponsored Ferry Industry Advisory
Group, formerly the Expert Ferry Group, with interest. It is noteworthy that Norled’s interest
was stimulated by Professor Alfred Baird’s incisive paper on catamarans versus monohulls at
the Cancun Interferry conference and by the book, Who Pays the Ferryman? 2 The whole
Norled board and senior management had read both.
In the course of discussion in Stavanger, the Norled board expressed an interest in possible
involvement in the Oban – Craignure operation, possibly as a joint venture. To advance the
concept, the advice of Transport Scotland was sought to explore if/how the idea could be
progressed, but no progress on this was made at that time. It was noted that second-hand
Norwegian ferries could be acquired cheaply, some £7 million being quoted for a reasonable
example, the ship that was on offer from Norled at that time was MF Fjordveien at 88 metres
in length, 13.7 m beam, 4.80 m draft, 299 passengers, 79 cars. The downsides are the deep
draft which calls to question the ability to berth at low water at Craignure, as currently
configured, and the length which would prevent safe all-year berthing at Craignure without
pier modification.
At time of writing we understand that CMAL have negotiated the purchase for £5.7 million
of the 2015 built small Norwegian double ended vehicle ferry Utne from Norled for possible
year-round operation between Oban and Craignure, supplemented by Isle of Mull or another
vessel. Utne has been deemed to require some £3.6 million of modifications to enable her to
function as required in the CMAL/CalMac environment. This brings the total cost to over £9
million. If this purchase enables year round commuting between Mull and Oban, then this
initiative represents an important step forward in improving connectivity. The vessel has no
on-board crew accommodation, which, while breaching the long held assertion by
CMAL/CalMac that such accommodation is essential, it has the welcome benefit of enabling
the crew to be based on Mull, assuming the vessel will be stationed at Craignure.
Her main particulars are:
MV Utne
Tonnage: 1,160 gross tons
Dimensions: 50 meters length, by 14.5
m beam, by 3.7 m draft.
Power: 880 kW, Speed 12 knots,
Propulsion: 2 Veth Z-drives (counter
rotating), rudder propellers, 1800 rpm)
Capacity: 196 passengers, 34 cars (4
HGVs)
7 crew (was 4 in Norway)

There are a number of serious
reservations about Utne, however. A capacity for only 34 cars, 196 passengers and a speed of
12 knots is less than Coruisk on each count which does nothing to resolve the route’s serious
capacity issue.
2

Who pays the Ferryman? by Roy Pedersen, ISBN: 978 1 78027 122 4
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As for the consort vessel, bearing in mind Isle of Mull’s age, we have assumed that in the
medium term, as MV Finlaggan would be displaced on the Islay station by one or both of the
NIF vessels, the intention could be for Finlaggan to take the place of Isle of Mull. Compared
with the NIF vessels, MV Finlaggan would, by virtue of her greater passenger capacity, be
more suited to the Mull route.
Her main particulars are:
MV Finlaggan/Fionlagan
Tonnage: 5,626 gross tons
Dimensions: 90 meters length, by 16.3 m
beam, by 3.4 m draft.
Power: 8,000 kW, Speed 16 knots,
Propulsion: twin screw
Capacity: 550 passengers, 85 cars (in
practice 67, since mezzanine deck too
time consuming for the 15 minute
turnaround), 32 crew

It is assumed that, in line with normal
CalMac practice, Finlaggan would
operate within the permitted hours for a single crew. Under the scenario below Finlaggan
would operate all year but also on occasion serving Colonsay and other routes for which 20%
of costs are subtracted. Utne would also operate the year round service, with Coruisk
relieving her at time of annual refit or other interruption. Costings are calculated on the same
basis as those above although those for Utne are speculative as the operational schedule is as
yet unknown.
Finlaggan costs at 80%
Crew Costs
Crew Expenses
Training budget
Bunkers
Lub Oil
Auxilliaries
Insurance and fees
Vicualling
Survey, maint & lay up
Berthing charges
Relief vessel
Capital charge (at ⅔ of)
Company overheads
TOTAL COSTS

Utne annual cost
3,285
232
96
1,584
96
40
320
760
680
1,483
650
1,264
2,447
12,886

Crew Costs
Crew Expenses
Training budget
Bunkers
Lub Oil
Auxilliaries
Insurance and fees
Vicualling
Survey & maint
Berthing charges
Relief vessel
Capital charge
Company overheads

1,176
100
30
150
40
40
150
150
350
780
395
450
953

TOTAL COSTS

4,760
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Annual Revenue Est
Passengers
Cars
CVs & others
Catering & sales

1,890
2,337
1,247
1,904

TOTAL REVENUE

7,405

TOTAL SHORTFALL

10,241

While the proposed schedule for Utne is unknown at time of writing, the combination of
Finlaggan and Utne would cost some £7 million less per annum than the two NIF option
although the overall summer capacity for vehicles and passengers will be significantly less,
although the busy summer passenger 10:00 westbound and 17:00 eastbound sailings would
be better catered for than the NIF option although less well catered for than at present.
While recognising the benefit Utne should bring in enabling commuting and a day on the
mainland for Mull residents, it is difficult to comprehend the reasoning for selecting Utne
rather than the new Indonesian catamaran. The latter was rejected for the stated reason that
she would require some £2 million modification post purchase to make her compliant, yet
Utne requires over £3 million modification post purchase.
The comparison between the two vessels is telling

Price
Price per car space
Car capacity
Passenger capacity
Speed
Able to berth overnight on Mull
Large enough to run solo in winter
Routes it can operate
Maximum wave height
On-board crew cabins?
MCA compliant?
Age
Able to operate to CalMac piers
Able to operate to CalMac
passenger access systems
Can increase route car capacity in
summer

Utne
£9million (with mods)
£265,000
34
195
12 knots
Yes
NO.
Mull, Armadale, Clyde (class
C)
2.5m
NO – crew must live ashore
YES – with modification
Six years old
Yes
NO
NO – DECREASE capacity
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Indonesian Catamaran
£12 million (with mods)
£150,000
80
Circa 300
16 knots
Yes
Yes,
ALL routes (class B)
4m
YES, if required.
YES – with modification
Newly Built
Yes
Yes (after modifications
priced above)
Yes – More capacity than
Utne AND Isle of Mull

Bespoke Catamarans
As explained above, the opportunity to secure a catamaran for £12 million, has been blocked
by CMAL and is now regarded as a lost opportunity. The catamaran concept is very much
alive, however, and in fulfilment of the requirement for a credible, more frequent, higher
capacity and less costly ferry service between Craignure and Oban, the option of two
catamarans of bespoke design is now considered. The following characteristics are specified:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Design for normal year-round service on the Craignure – Oban station, but with
possible ability to serve Colonsay, Coll and Tiree if required.
Ability to berth overnight at Craignure, which demands a maximum length of no more
than 80 metres. With its greater beam, a catamaran can carry more cars on its vehicle
deck than a monohull of equivalent length. Thus an 80 metre catamaran would have a
capacity for at around 80 cars compared with an equivalent monohull’s 55 to 60 cars.
Shallow draught for access of Craignure at all states of the tide.
Drive through configuration for quick turnaround and twin ramps bow and stern to
permit interface with narrow linkspans and lying alongside port or starboard.
Passenger capacity of at least 450 to cope with day trip foot passenger peaks
Provision for side loading and disembarkation of passengers as currently required at
Oban and Craignure but with provision also for use of ramp and linkspan.
Four main engines of circa 850 kW, designed for quick and easy replacement driving
quadruple screws (two on each hull) giving a high degree of redundancy.
Maximum speed of 17 knots with a service speed of 16 knots
Simple catering provision via servery.
Crew compliment of not more than 14 for up to 450 passengers (10 for up to 250
passengers). Crew will normally live ashore, but overnight crew accommodation will
be provided for positioning runs.
On-shore accommodation will be created for crews not currently resident on Mull
pending the gradual recruiting or re-location of island-based personnel.

Messrs Sea Transport Corporation of Australia have been contacted regarding an outline
design and costs of building and delivering vessels to this outline requirement. The principal
particulars cited in the provisional general arrangement are: length overall (excluding ramps)
73.6 m, beam 22 m, draft 2.75 m, deadweight 475 tonnes, passengers 500 plus, cars 96, main
engines 4 x 895 kW, speed (max) 17.5 knots. A unit cost of £15 million is indicated and the
profile from the general arrangement drawing is illustrated below.

Outline of the 80 metre catamaran design proposed for the Craignure – Oban service
Capital charges, operating costs and revenue are set out on the same basis as for previous
options, with a lesser allowance for catering sales. The assumption is for a shuttle service
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hourly with two catamarans in summer and two hourly with one catamaran in winter, but
with shift working on one vessel year round as explained below. The following financial
outcome has been arrived at:
Annual Costs Est. 1st catamaran
Crew Costs
Crew Expenses
Training budget
Bunkers
Lub Oil
Auxiliaries
Insurance and fees
Victualling
Survey & Maint
Berthing charges
Capital charge
Company overheads

2,460
60
40
660
30
50
150
300
300
1,000
950
1,686

Annual Costs Est. 2nd Catamaran
Half Year Operation
Crew Costs
1,100
Crew Expenses
30
Training budget
20
Bunkers
265
Lub Oil
15
Auxiliaries
25
Insurance and fees
75
Victualling
150
Survey & Maint
300
Berthing charges
715
Capital charge
950
Company overheads
843

TOTAL COSTS

8,429

TOTAL COSTS

4,488

Annual Revenue Est.
Passengers
Cars
CVs/PSVs
Catering & sales
TOTAL REVENUE
TOTAL SHORTFALL

2,079
2,570
1,274
952
6,875
£6,042

A further £300k per annum is set aside for accommodation costs for non-resident crew
members, pending re-location and/or local recruitment. Thus on the above basis, the total
annual cost of the project is £6,342k.
This provides a fair comparison with the other scenarios set out above, assuming the vessels
were financed in a similar way, namely, the capital charge has been calculated at 4% interest
and repayment over 25 years. Depending on the status of the proposed owner/operator of the
vessels, terms available may be less generous. A commercial arrangement for example with a
higher interest rate of say 5% over a shorter period of, say 10 years, would result in a capital
charge per vessel of £1,920k per annum. If applied, this would increase the annual shortfall to
£7,982k.
7% over ten years, would result in a capital charge per vessel of £3,150k.
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It is worth noting additionally that Craignure to Oban is 8.9 nautical miles and the route is
sheltered and always less than three nautical miles from land. The sea can of course be rough
and turbulent because tides are strong. Short, steep, irregular waves tend to dominate in bad
weather. There can be bigger and longer waves in strong winds from the SW or NNE but this
sea condition not frequent. In these circumstances, catamarans have the advantage that they
will not roll or pitch so much in short choppy seas compared with monohulls which will roll
more, not least due to windage from high top hamper. For these reason weather cancellations
should be fewer for a catamaran than a monohull as confirmed by experience on the Pentland
Firth.
Catamarans also have the advantage of higher speed for a given power output and are more
manoeuvrable, such that a passage cycle including loading and discharge is readily
achievable in one hour. The proposed longer working day will allow more sailings and more
capacity while two vessels of equal size ensure resilience in the face of changing or varying
demand, reserve in the event of breakdown or relief for maintenance in low season and will
be capable of redeployment to other routes if required.
Taking these factors into account and in calculating crew costings, a rostering pattern for the
two ships has been assumed on the following basis:
Roster A will operate a daily two shift system of 10 hours plus an eight hour evening shift
alternating week about, similar to the arrangement employed by Shetland Islands Council and
Western Ferries. In summer a crew compliment of 14 will man the 10 hour (day) shift, while
a crew compliment of 10 will man the eight hour (evening) shift. This pattern permits a
passenger capacity of around 500 during the 10 hour period and 250 during the eight hour
period. In winter the passenger capacity will be limited to 250 at all times and the crew
compliment will be 10 for each of the 10 hour and eight hour shifts. Exceptionally if
unusually large passenger traffic is anticipated during the winter period of operation,
passenger capacity may be increased to 500 and the crew compliment increased accordingly.
The summer only roster B will require a single 12 hour shift only with a crew compliment of
14 and a passenger capacity of 500 will be available throughout the shift. It is intended that
the two vessels will exchange rosters on a four weekly basis to even out wear and tear and
crew duties. Thus there is capacity in winter for one vessel to act as relief vessel while the
other is out of service for annual refit or other reasons. During the quiet season either vessel
could be available for charter, should the demand exist.
Thus, not only is the two new bespoke catamaran option by far the least costly at an annual
deficit of between £6 million and £7.9 million, but as demonstrated in the next chapter, it
provides greater frequency, 60% more vehicular capacity in winter than current provision and
more than 100% more in summer.
It should be noted that 2019 carryings and the 2021 scale of charges have been assumed in
the above calculations, however, the revenue assumption derived therefrom is a highly
conservative assumption because the greatly increased capacity, frequency and clock-face
regularity of service will undoubtedly bring about an increase in traffic as frequency elasticity
of demand will come into play and a modest 15% uplift on passengers and cars, but not
commercial vehicles has been assumed.
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PROPOSED SCHEDULE AND SERVICE CHARACTERISTICS
The proposed schedules are set out below respectively for winter and summer.
Winter Schedule (mid-October till late April)
Operated by one catamaran
SuX
Carignure
Oban

FSO

dep

06:00

08:00

10:00

12:00

14:00

16:00

18:00

20:00

22:00

arr

06:45

08:45

10:45

12:45

14:45

16:45

18:45

20:45

22:45

SuX
Oban
Craignure

FSO

dep

07:00

09:00

11:00

13:00

15:00

17:00

19:00

21:00

23:00

arr

07:45

09:45

11:45

13:45

15:45

17:45

19:45

21:45

23:45

FSO = Fridays and Saturdays only
SuX = Sundays excepted
Timings in BOLD indicate second evening shift

Summer Schedule (late April till mid-October)
Operated by both catamarans
Daily
Carignure
Oban

Oban
Craignure

SuX

SuX

A

B

A

B

A

B

A

B

A

dep

06:00

07:00

08:00

09:00

10:00

11:00

12:00

13:00

14:00

arr

06:45

07:45

08:45

09:45

10:45

11:45

12:45

13:45

14:45

SuX

SuX

dep

07:00

08:00

09:00

10:00

11:00

12:00

13:00

14:00

15:00

arr

07:45

08:45

09:45

10:45

11:45

12:45

13:45

14:45

15:45

Daily
Carignure

FSO
B

A

B

A

A

A

dep

15:00

16:00

17:00

18:00

20:00

22:00

Oban

arr

15:45

16:45

17:45

18:45

20:45

22:45

Oban

dep

16:00

17:00

18:00

19:00

21:00

23:00

arr

16:45

17:45

18:45

19:45

21:45

23:45

Craignure

A = Roster A
B = Roster B
FSO = Fridays and Saturdays only
SuX = Sundays excepted
Timings in BOLD indicate second evening shift

[good points, but I think too distracting]
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Pedersen Consulting believe that the two catamarans as proposed will cope admirably with
demand as currently foreseen. If demand, particularly at peak times did grow to a level at
which the passenger capacity of the two ships were under pressure, then the option of
instituting a supplementary fast passenger vessel remains open. This has not been costed, but
it assumed that in the circumstances described, revenue would have risen to a point that
would cover the additional cost of this option.
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ISLAND BENEFITS
The fundamental objective of establishing an island focussed ferry operation is to benefit the
inhabitants of the islands of Mull and Iona by satisfying the kinds of ‘improving outcomes’
set out in the Scottish Government’s Islands Plan and in particular: improving transport
services, increasing population levels, improving and promoting sustainable economic
development and community empowerment.
Improving Transport Services
The matter of ‘improving transport services’, as indicated in the previous chapter, will be
addressed mainly through the greatly increased capacity, clock-face frequency and regularity
of service operated over extended hours by the kind of ferry service proposed. Compared
with the limited capacity on the present infrequent and irregular service, the new arrangement
will bring about a step change in the connectivity of Mull and Iona with undoubted
immediate benefit to the socio-economic well-being of the community.
Some examples of how revolutionary this new way of doing things will be for the denizens of
Mull and Iona are now provided. This illustration is based on the westbound winter schedule.
The 06:00 daily (SuX) departure ex Craignure will enable attendance at morning meetings in
say Glasgow, catching mid-morning flights and morning delivery of Mull originating goods
anywhere within a 100 mile radius.
The 08:00 daily (SuX) departure ex Craignure will enable the long desired ability to commute
to Oban, but live on Mull and would allow children to make daily journeys to school in Oban,
which is currently impossible. It will also enable foot passengers to catch the 08:57 train for
Glasgow every week-day, which is currently impossible.
The 10:00 daily departure ex Craignure is ideal for medical appointments, shopping,
collection of goods and materials, early luncheon appointments or late morning business
meetings in the Lorne area
The 12:00 is suitable for later lunch and afternoon business and social meetings
14:00 for later afternoon business and social occasions
16:00 for returning business and day visitors to Mull or early mainland dinner appointments
18:00 for cinema, social gatherings, etc.
20:00 for later returning business, delivery and social visitors
22:00 FSO for late returning week-end visitors
The eastbound timings, offer equally convenient travel opportunities for passenger and
freight deliveries, including late return from weekend mainland business or social visits.
The summer schedule provides even more travel opportunities and in particular is designed to
cope with the busy morning westbound and late afternoon eastbound day-visitor traffic.
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Increasing Population Levels
The ‘increasing population levels’ improving outcome of the Islands Plan will be addressed
in part as a concomitant of much improved ferry connectivity and more directly by basing the
crews of the two new vessels on Mull. The 65 crew members, together with their families
will amount to a direct population increase of around 100 bearing in mind that a only five Isle
of Mull/Coruisk crew members are currently resident in Mull. Approximately ten shore
personnel including a marine superintendent, HR, personnel, ticket bookings, financial
control, web management, night cleaners, marketing, etc. An annual allocation of £1.6
million has been estimated for this overhead, rent, etc. The number of jobs directly
attributable to the company will therefore be 65 crew plus 10 shore staff, making it one of the
biggest employers on the Island and a massive boost to the economy and in that way fulfilling
the Islands Plan improving outcome of increasing island population.
An important issue that will have to be addressed is the relocation of crew members to Mull.
A three pronged approach is proposed. Incentives need to be provided to encourage existing
crew members to relocate with their families to Mull, so to add to those already resident. Not
all existing crew members may wish to move to the new vessels, but for the remainder of
those that are willing, it is proposed to create an accommodation block at Craignure with a
standard of accommodation equivalent to that aboard ship, such that there need be no
diminution of employment conditions. It is envisaged that the crew accommodation block
will be self-financing within the financial parameters set out above. In due course the
accommodation block would convert to hotel or seasonal worker accommodation. The third
and longer term strategy will be to train local young people to take up crew positions as they
become available through retirement of older personnel.
One further issue, common to many Highland and Island rural communities is shortage of
housing due in part to purchase of existing stock for holiday homes by well-heeled incoming
urban dwellers, thus excluding young economically active people from the housing market.
To address this a programme of house building will be required, both for affordable rent and
for purchase. This is an issue that needs to be tackled at national level. Its implementation is
out with the scope of this report.
Improving and Promoting Sustainable Economic Development,
The combined effect of a much improved ferry service, coupled with the island job creation
and population increasing effect of basing the crews on Mull will undoubtedly give a
powerful economic boost to the island economy. The fact that this superior ferry service of
much greater capacity can be provided at less cost to the public purse, is of itself a step
towards greater sustainability.
It is beyond the scope of this short study to calculate the economic multiplier effect of the
additional direct and spin-off jobs and residents in detail, but as a broad indicator a fairly
conservative jobs multiplier of 1.5 would suggest a further 40 jobs would be created, which,
when associated families are added, results in up to some 80 residents additional to crews and
their families – in total a population increase of about 6%.
The demand for new housing and other accommodation will keep the building sector in brisk
business for many years to come. Perhaps one of the fundamental questions of sustainability
that has to be addressed is – is there a limit to the number of tourists Mull and Iona can
comfortably handle? Or should there be more emphasis on quality and higher visitor per
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capita spend? If so, as already alluded to above, some adjustment to the broad brush RET
formula may be beneficial.
Health and Well-being
Besides the obvious boost of the increased population to the patronage of local shops and
other businesses, it will add critical mass to the school rolls, medical services and other social
provision and enable these to be more self-sustainable. While the greater frequency, capacity
and longer operating hours of the proposed service aids the urgent movement of emergency
vehicles and especially urgent medical cases, the example of Western Ferries could be
emulated, whereby a night crew of six is kept on standby to carry out an emergency run with
an ambulance at any time in the night should that be necessary. This further demonstrates the
importance of having vessels based on Mull overnight together with the flexibility that a
community focussed operation can bring to bear.
Environmental Well-being
For the purposes of known cost calculations, it has been assumed that the vessels will be
conventionally powered by marine diesel engines. Thanks to the efficiency of the catamaran
hulls this will result in a significantly more energy-efficient operation than at present, with
proportionately low emissions.
However, in light of the climate emergency and the Scottish Government’s aim to make the
nation a net-zero emitter by 2050, the objective of any new ferry initiative should be zero
emissions. The two main means of achieving this for the vessels proposed are either batteryelectric propulsion or green hydrogen, whether ab initio or by retrofit.
Pedersen Consulting has been following the progress being made in Norway to decarbonise
transport, and in particular its large shipping and ferry sector. Specific initiatives of interest
include Norled’s development of battery-electric ferries and Norwegian Electrical Systems
(NES) plans to plant a 3.2MW hydrogen fuel cell onto a large vessel currently being designed
by Havyard Design.
This zero emissions aspect of the plan, including shore-side infrastructure requirements,
should be the subject of future detailed investigation.
Community Empowerment
One of the key improving outcomes of the Islands Plan is community empowerment. It is,
however, sadly the case that the community has felt distinctly disempowered under the
present state owned ferry regime. That being the case, the very act of the Mull and Iona Ferry
Committee setting out in some detail its requirements for improving the islands’ main ferry
connection is, of itself, empowering the community. The extent to which the community’s
involvement may be taken forward is considered in the following chapter.
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CONTRACTUAL AND ORGANISATIONAL OPTIONS
There are ten all-year vehicle ferry operators operating scheduled services in Scottish waters.
Of these four are local authorities that underwrite any operational deficit, four are commercial
private operators that operate at a profit and are unfunded by the public purse, one (Serco) is
a commercial management company funded to operate ferries on behalf of the Scottish
Government and then there is the state owned David MacBrayne Group (DMG)/CalMac also
funded to operate ferries on behalf of the Scottish Government. In the latter two cases the
vessels are owned by state owned CMAL and leased to the operators. There is in addition one
seasonal community owned, funded and operated vehicle ferry and one partly local authority
funded privately owned and operated seasonal ferry. As a consequence, Scottish vehicle ferry
provision is highly varied in both levels of service and productivity. On both counts the
CMAL/DMG system figures poorly, of which the Craignure – Oban service is an example.
The current Clyde and Hebrides Ferry Services (CHFS) contract of August 2016 between
Scottish ministers and CalMac Ferries Ltd for provision of ferry services, expires on 1st
October 2024. This is, therefore, a propitious time to consider how more effective contractual
arrangements may be devised, the better to meet the requirements of Mull and Iona, and
possibly other island communities. Some options are now outlined.
Inclusion within the Next CHFS Contract
On the face of it, the administratively simplest means of establishing the type of service
sought by the Mull and Iona Ferry Committee, namely, a frequent early till late two
catamaran service of adequate capacity as specified above, would be to incorporate such a
specification in the future CHFS tender. Presumably, the current mode of operation would
continue pending acquisition of the new vessels. However, there is a serious problem that
disaffirms this arrangement.
CMAL, as owner of the vessels that are operated by the tender winner (historically CalMac)
has a consistent track record of rejecting catamarans as an option, on grounds that have
proven to be spurious. In the Arran case the reason wrongly given was lack of deadweight, a
decision that led to the disastrous specification of Glen Sannox. In the Islay case, the reason
was wrongly given as excessive draft (MV Alfred has a draft of less than 3 metres). In the
Mull case, as previously stated, the reason was non-compliance, which could have been
rectified by post purchase modifications, a path now followed in the case of Utne.
CMAL and CalMac also specify unnecessarily high crewing levels and other inefficient
practices, compared with other operators. This undermines productivity and increases costs.
In short there is little confidence that CMAL have the willingness or capability of delivering
the type of vessels required to satisfy the desired service specification in a cost-effective
manner.
Of course, just as CMAL do not own all the terminals to which CalMac operates, neither
need they own all the ships. There is no reason in logic why the two proposed Mull
catamarans need be owned by CMAL, as was the case for many years with the Northern Isles
contract. However, assuming that another vessel owner could be found to acquire,
commission and charter out the two desired vessels, the issue of costly and inefficient
operating practices remains.
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Debundling the Craignure – Oban Service as a Separate Tender
The multiplicity of ferry owning and operational practice, policy and funding in Scotland has
already been noted. Those services that are funded directly by the Scottish Government are
currently operated under two separate contracts – CHFS and the Northern Isles. There is no
clear rationale, other than historical accident why Scottish Government tendered contracts
need be arranged in that way.
That being the case, there is no fundamental reason why the number of tenders should be
restricted to two. It has often been stated that the large CalMac fleet enables vessels to be
replaced easily in the event of breakdown or other disruption. In practice CalMac performs
worse in this regard than almost all other Scottish operators, with frequent service disruption
and capacity constraints being widely criticised by the communities affected.
There are key advantages in creating a separate tender, that is to say “debundling” it from the
CHFS tender, for the Craignure – Oban ferry service.
•

•

•
•

It will be completely self-contained, with one vessel relieving the other at time of
annual refit or breakdown. Even if one vessel suffered a breakdown in peak season,
the remaining vessel has sufficient capacity to deal with the traffic, even if it had to
operate through the night if necessary to clear any backlog – an advantage of the
shore-based shift system proposed.
The tenderer will be responsible for financing the vessels, thereby saving the Scottish
Government some £30 million capital commitment that can then be diverted to more
beneficial purposes.
CMAL/CalMac will be enabled either to redeploy existing vessels or dispose of costly
obsolete tonnage and otherwise help simplify CalMac’s overly complex operation.
A frequent, high capacity service operating over extended hours can be secured to the
significant benefit of the Mull and Iona community at less cost to the Scottish
Government than under the current CHFS contract or other prospective options.

There are a number of issues that need to be addressed to secure a successful outcome for a
separately tendered Craignure – Oban ferry service.
•

•

•

The timescale is now too tight to specify, build and commission two ships before the
expiry of the current CHFS contract. An arrangement will, therefore, have to be made
to enable the current modus operandi to continue until the new vessels are available to
enter service. This should not be particularly challenging.
Access will have to be guaranteed to the Oban terminal. This should not be a problem
as the terminal is a public facility and the Mull ferry would be the terminal’s best
customer.
The tender would have to be of sufficient length to attract loan finance. However, 21st
century shipping finance is very sophisticated and may ease the matter as distinct
from simple ship mortgage finance. Several recent deals done by international banks
for stock-listed companies come with margins from 2.5% to 2.7% above LIBOR
(currently 2%), a low figure for this type of risk. For almost all other banks the figure
is between 4% and 6.5%.
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•

•

One issue that has been seen as an obstacle to “debundling” of the CHFS tender
hitherto, has been trade union political pressure not to do so. However, the threat of
such restrictive practice should presumably not be an impediment to the
implementation of a government policy that is in the greater national and community
interest.
In terms of the rates of pay, leave and pension conditions, those assumed for the
proposed two ship service are identical to those currently in play on CalMac vessels,
save that the crews will be living ashore rather than on board.

The most straight forward way to proceed would be to issue an invitation to tender, based on
the specification set out herein. However, in the interest of addressing the “community
empowerment” aim of the Islands Plan, prospective tenderers could be asked to propose how
that might be achieved as part of the contract.
To test initial reactions and potential interest, this document is being circulated to a small
selection of potential experienced and competent operators.
A Community Undertaking
The most definitive expression of community empowerment as regards the ferry service in
question would be community ownership of the operating company, whereby profits could be
ploughed back into the community for its wider benefit. The community owned Isle of Scilly
Steamship Company is an example of such an enterprise which is currently in the process of
funding a new major vessel and other improvements. While desirable in many ways,
community ownership does present several serious challenges.
•

•

•
•

•

The business of establishing and running a new ferry company of the kind considered
in this paper would demand a high level of commitment, competence and capacity to
manage the enterprise over time.
Bearing in mind the considerable sums involved, raising capital, through local
subscriptions, grants and loan or equity is quite a test of community commitment
although the success of other community initiatives the Highlands and Islands, not
least community land buy-outs has been impressive.
Lack of proven experience and operational track record will tend to increase the
interest rate and reduce the pay-back time on loan finance.
To resolve the above, and other management issues, the answer is appoint an
internationally accredited ship management company. Glasgow is in fact an
international ship management centre. This need not compromise the concept of
community ownership, but aid it.
A key aspect of ship management is a planned maintenance system to allow the shipowners/operators to plan, perform and document vessel maintenance at intervals
complying with class and manufacturer requirements. Such a system helps not only
meet safety and environmental objectives laid out in the ISM Code, it is also an
investment in the protection of the assets and optimization of their management.

While total ownership of the ferry operation may be a desirable aim in supporting community
empowerment, the challenges are daunting and may prove too daunting. In that case, a hybrid
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arrangement may offer a neat solution whereby the community and an experienced and
innovative operator may be brought together in partnership.
In that event, as regards the possible composition of such a hybrid arrangement, initial legal
soundings advocate that in terms of the corporate structure, there would be two inter-related
companies.
One would be a trading company to own the vessels and other assets. This company is likely
to be a joint venture between the community and an experienced operator and the other an
entity that represents the community’s interests. The trading company will have the executive
power to manage day to day operations and to contract with third parties, such as undertaking
leases. Hiring and firing will be with the professional executive directors of the operating
company who would also be the principals for certification and insurance purposes.
The second company, would be a CIC (Community Interest Company) into which a
proportion of profits can be transferred to isolate them from risk. The CIC would represent
the community’s interests and would advise on such matters as ferry schedules and on-board
facilities, but would have no remit to involvement in operations. Membership would be open
to any community resident and to local businesses and organisations.
Financing the two companies will be by a mixture of equity, crowd funding, and seeking aid
from funding sources such as Highlands and Islands Enterprise. It is anticipated that the
company would start with a working capital requirement of £6 million.
As for governance, the terms of the joint venture agreement (which is likely to be in the form
of a shareholders’ agreement between the CIC and the commercial partner as owners of the
operating company) will be key to ensuring that the community’s red lines as regards
operating principles are reflected in the way the operating company actually runs the
business.
Composition of the operating company board will have to have the requisite breadth of
relevant expertise, but having CIC representation will act as a conscience or check to ensure
the community’s interests are taken into account. In addition to board composition, some red
line issues will be reserved to the owners expressly (i.e. to be subject to veto by the CIC
under the shareholders’ agreement) rather than rest with the operating board alone – probably
at the annual business/operational plan including scheduling and minimum service levels to
the community for example. A tailored governance arrangement like this is eminently
possible, but will require negotiation with the commercial operator to ameliorate unfettered
control over operational matters. A non-voting associate membership could also be opened to
non-residents, who may wish to support the venture financially and otherwise.
The timing of creating the two companies and involving the wider community of Mull and
Iona in the project and in creating the two companies would be carried out on a carefully
phased basis.
A Community Fund
Since the proposed joint venture would operate under contract to the Scottish Government
and receive an annual subvention for so doing, it is proposed that as a condition of the
contract, a proportion of the fare revenue, say 20% be vested in a community fund for local
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benefit, along the lines of subventions that are made to communities by wind-farm operators
as a condition of planning consent or otherwise.
It is proposed that this arrangement be a condition of the contract with the Scottish
Government and that, of course, account would be taken of this feature in arriving at the
contract price. It should be noted, however, that even when such a community benefit
arrangement is included, the overall cost to the Scottish Government would be less than
present or other planned options.
Future Possibilities
The Mull and Iona Ferry Committee is aware of other communities that are considering
alternative arrangements for providing improved and more cost-effective ferry provision.
Assuming the Mull and Iona initiative is proceeded with and is successful, the above
community focused model or some variant of it may well have application for those
communities.
During the early years of its existence the operator of the reorganised Craignure – Oban ferry
service, whatever its status, will be focussed on securing and bedding down the new vessels
on the service and maximising revenue thereon.
A matter for consideration in due course is that of branding, marketing and ticketing. There
are two main options:
1. Adopting the Caledonian MacBrayne brand, marketing and ticketing system, albeit
that the operating company may be of quite separate ownership as is the practice for
Transport for London
2. Adopting an independent island focussed branding, marketing and ticketing system,
as very successfully operated by Western Ferries and Pentland Ferries each of whom
have captured increased patronage over pervious systems.
Looking further ahead, however, a Mull based joint venture enterprise would have an
opportunist outlook and would seek opportunities to expand its scope to further community
benefit. Such an opportunity could be the aforementioned fast passenger ferry to supplement
the passenger capacity of the Craignure – Oban service as well as providing new fast
passenger links with Tobermory, Lochaline, Coll and Tiree. Another possibility could be the
taking on the Lochaline, Kilchoan and Iona ferries and expanding their frequency and/or
hours of operation. The company would also be open to aiding other communities in
improving their ferry provision.
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ARRANGEMENT WITH SCOTTISH GOVERNMENT
The primary objective of this report is to assess options for overcoming the serious
dissatisfaction with the current and planned provision of the main island ferry service
between Craignure and Oban. While the assessment is a preliminary one, two clear options
emerge. These are: (a) commissioning two catamarans of at least 80 car capacity to provide a
frequent high capacity ferry connection from early until late, and (b) operating the service
under a contract with the Scottish government, separate from the next CHFS contract,
whether as a straight commercial arrangement or if feasible with some form of community
involvement.
For this to proceed, it will require the co-operation and agreement of Scottish Ministers. As
demonstrated in this report, however, the initiative has many advantages over the present
arrangement. It will provide new custom built vessels to replace vessels of the aging and
increasingly unreliable Clyde and Hebrides fleet; it will be less costly in terms of annual state
subventions and will provide a more regular and reliable service much better suited to island
needs. Of significance and at least as important, the initiative will fulfil key ‘improving
objectives’ of the Scottish Government’s Islands Plan to the considerable economic and
social advantage of our island community.
It should, however, be noted that costings and other assumptions set out herein are based on
best pre-Covid and current data and should be regarded as indicative rather than absolutely
definitive at this stage. Potential variables include the world price of oil and the extent to
which it is assumed traffic figures recover from the restrictions of the Covid pandemic by the
commencement of the contract. That notwithstanding, Pedersen Consulting is convinced that
the case for transforming Mull and Iona’s ferry connectivity is a robust one.
The current Clyde and Hebrides contract of August 2016 between Scottish ministers and
CalMac Ferries Ltd for provision of ferry services, expires on 1st October 2024. As it will
take at least two years to seek tenders for and to build the proposed ships, not to mention the
time to draft and issue the tender for the service, some flexibility will be required in
managing the handover from the CHFS contract to the incoming operator. It is timely,
therefore, for any nascent community ferry company to engage with Scottish ministers to
progress the tender for the Craignure – Oban ferry service to enable a commencement of the
service to coincide as near as possible with the renewal of the Clyde and Hebrides contract.
This may involve Contract Variation 14.3 as currently stated, whereby: “Scottish Ministers
may from time to time during the Grant Period issue a Contract Variation Notice to the
Operator requiring a variation to the Services”, and specifically under 14.3.2 whereby:
“Scottish Ministers wish to vary, add or remove any route in the Clyde and Hebrides”.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
The current and currently planned ferry service provision between Craignure and Oban is
highly unsatisfactory in terms of unreliability, infrequency, limited capacity and high cost to
the public purse.
To bring about a step-change in such provision, Pedersen Consulting recommends the
following:
1. Commissioning of two bespoke 17 knot catamarans each capable of carrying at least
450 passengers and 80 cars and able to berth overnight at Craignure and employ
island based crews.
2. Operating a frequent shuttle service from 6 am until at least 9 pm every two hours in
winter and hourly in summer, thereby doubling capacity and providing many travel
options currently unavailable.
3. Debundling of the service from the current Clyde and Hebrides Ferry Services
contract to be operated under contract to the Scottish Government as a joint venture
between the community and an established, efficient and experienced operator.
4. Creating a community fund into which a proportion of the fare revenue would be
committed for investment in local community projects.
Such a transformation will not only revolutionise Mull’s connectivity and give wide
community benefits, but, because of the efficiencies and reliability of the catamarans
proposed, it can be done at less cost to the public purse, while maintaining the current low
level of fares for island residents.
To enable the Mull and Iona Ferry Committee to advance these proposals, Pedersen
Consulting advises the committee now to signal its desire to open discussions with Scottish
Ministers.

Roy Pedersen
Pedersen Consulting
November 2021
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